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Subject: Ebola part 2
Like every good, and knowledgeable, cop, when you are attempting to solve a serial killing, to identify,
apprehend, and convict him, her, or them - what is one of the most important factors you examine?
Method of operation, modis operandi, or “MO.”
We know the killers. They are those who have made their intentions clear, as all serial killers do. They
brag about their conquests and escapes, and then go on to kill more. They even use Hollywood Movies
to tell us what they will do. Yes, they are insane. Unconsciously, they always want to get caught.
Since 1918 with the bird flu, their method with bio weapons has always been to INNOCULATE
FIRST. That so-called INNOCULATION is the beginning of the disease they wish to spread. In 1918,
they started with US soldiers. Those were their guinea pigs. Remember, they gained control of the US
Government through the FEDERAL RESERVE in 1913, and then 1 year later came WWI and a war
in our region which included Walsenburg after the mining massacre, and the NEW WORLD ORDER
crime family, The Rockefellers, were involved. 1913 – 1914 - 1918
Now, here is what else we have learned about their “MO.” They use CRISIS ACTORS to stage
events. These same CRISIS ACTORS appear in a number of events, such as the BATMAN
SHOOTING in Colorado, and then Sandy Hook. Now, CRISIS ACTORS appear in their staged
Ebola outbreaks.
Probably, the perpetrators are going to use the so-called INNOCULATIONS in the US to spread
Ebola. They will attempt, as they did in 2009, to forcefully inject poison into the blood streams of the
people worldwide. The US is their biggest problem with resistance movements, rapidly increasing
public exposure, and a heavily armed population, so naturally they will concentrate mainly on the US.
Have you seen pictures of the coffins? Former Governor Jesse Ventura shows us the coffins in one of
his CONSPIRACY THEORY episodes, viewable on the above website (click at “index of this
website” and then “concentration camps in America.”. I know this is morbid, but it's time you and as
many as you can tell, face up to the facts.
And, the best way to remember what W H O is, is to use the correct acronym in place of the one they
tell us. Instead of WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, consider it WORLD HELL
ORGANIZATION. And to understand CDC, remember it is the CENTER FOR DISEASE
CONTAMINATION.

